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Taking the Middle Path: Learning about 
Security through Online Social Interaction 

Tamara Lopez, Thein T. Thun, Arosha Bandara, Mark Levine, Bashar Nuseibeh and Helen Sharp 

Abstract— As software-intensive digital systems become an integral part of modern life, ensuring 
that these systems are developed to satisfy security and privacy requirements is an increasingly im-
portant societal concern. Integrating security into software development involves more than learning 
security principles or applying techniques. Security in practice is shaped through experience. It can be 
integrated into software development by following a middle path, through which developers draw to-
gether formal knowledge and software development techniques.  Social interactions facilitate this pro-
cess. This article recommends four strategies developers can use to maximise security in practice using 
online communities like Stack Overflow, including approaching security from within specific tasks, crit-
ically assessing content in posts, actively participating, and bringing online information into real-world 
situations.  

  
Index Terms—social learning techniques, support for security, software construction   

——————————   u   —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION

Software-intensive systems are now an integral 
part of many aspects of daily life.  Worries about 
how to secure these systems are growing, obli-
gating governments to extend the provision of se-
curity for their citizens to include cybersecurity 
[1].  The potential personal, reputational and 
monetary costs of security breaches are high. To 
counter this, regulations such as the General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR) in Europe impose 
large financial penalties for breaches.  In short, 
security has become a primary concern when de-
veloping systems that collect, process and store 
personal data.  To address the need for security in 
software, there is a growing list of cybersecurity 
tools, guidance, training materials and case stud-
ies.  Unfortunately, the number of breaches 
seems to be undiminished. Indeed, many recent 
breaches, such as those experienced by Equifax 
[2], exploit known vulnerabilities in software sys-
tems.  

In actions taken at the desk, developers are re-
sponsible for introducing and maintaining secu-
rity mechanisms in the code they write [3].  The 
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Fig 1.  Secure coding is shaped by experience, integrated into soft-
ware development through a middle path, by which developers 
draw formal knowledge and software development techniques into 
practices that can be applied. (cf. the bee in Bacon’s Novum Organum, 
I.95, trans. 1858. 
https://archive.org/details/workscollecteda16spedgoog/page/n104). 
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expectation is that developers will consider secu-
rity while undertaking tasks at all stages of the 
software development lifecycle. 

However, “good security” involves more than a 
set of principles or formal techniques.  Develop-
ers must also understand how particular tech-
niques provide assurances that the software is se-
cure, and meet policies within their companies 
about what is needed to be secure [3].  Everyday 
security in software development is technical, but 
it is also social, built upon relationships between 
people that engender trust [4]. Peer interaction, 
experience of security failures, and an awareness 
about the impact of security failures on people’s 
well-being influence the decisions individuals 
make about whether or not to be secure on the 
job [5]. 

Our larger research program is investigat-
ing ways to initiate and sustain secure software 
development practice.  In a series of studies, we 
have shown how developers talk about security in 
Stack Overflow posts given the “security” tag 
[7][8], and examined how security figures into 
practice within office settings [9]. The approach 
taken in these studies does not assess the quality 
of the information about security developers pro-
vide to one another, but rather seeks to under-
stand more about how they engage with and 
guide one another in practice. 

Based on our findings, this article recom-
mends four strategies to maximise developers’ 
learning within online communities.  To do this, 
we recommend they follow a middle path, using 
social interactions to draw together formal secu-
rity principles and software development tech-
niques. In this way, developers can bolster experi-
ence, solidifying practices that can be applied at 
the desk when circumstances require.  

2 SECURITY PRACTICE IN PROFESSIONAL 
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENTS 

Within software engineering, security is com-
monly considered in terms of a particular mindset 
that encourages developers to think like attack-
ers, imagining how a system might be exploited 
[10], and to acknowledge and address vulnerabili-
ties within their code. However, many software 

developers do not consistently and accurately 
make use of the established security practices 
and technologies that are available.		Studies indi-
cate that this may be because other pressures 
and demands in the workplace push security 
down the list of priorities [11], or that developers 
have a lack of knowledge or awareness [12].  In 
fact, although advice given to developers is abun-
dant and there are many tools available for mak-
ing code secure, the tools can be difficult to use, 
and the security messages and warnings can 
overwhelm developers [12].    

Our interviews taken with engineers in office 
environments suggest that developers who are 
not in specialist cyber security teams often under-
stand, in principle, how to counter common vul-
nerabilities, and have an awareness of the need 
to protect information for companies and for us-
ers of software [9]. But at the same time, and in 
agreement with other findings [11], these devel-
opers report that security is not at the forefront 
of their daily activity or decision making.  Secu-
rity-related activity within code is primarily driven 
by business or regulatory requirements and de-
velopers often rely on these events to bring secu-
rity to the forefront of attention.   

Security among these engineers is not upheld 
by individuals who champion secure practices at 
every step of the software lifecycle, but is instead 
sustained through relational practices [4] that 
form a collective responsibility.  Developers trust 
in the security frameworks and infrastructure put 
in place by others in their company. They rely 
upon guidance from team members to gain expe-
rience in applying security techniques within their 
own code and local environments.   

Contrary to suggestions that developers are in-
attentive, or lack knowledge [12], our findings 
suggest that developers possess a degree of 
awareness and knowledge, but may not have 
control over making security decisions or prioritis-
ing security activity in their environments.  As a 
result, they may also lack opportunities to de-
velop the experiential knowledge needed to apply 
security principles or techniques within daily 
practice.   
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One way that developers augment their own 
experience is through social connections made 
with other practitioners [6].  Our studies have 
identified two features of software development 
culture that support learning about security: eve-
ryday conversation, and personal networks of 
practice. 

 
2.1 Everyday Conversation 

Developers today, like much of society, are of-
ten active participants in online development 
communities, and supported by a range of com-
munication tools.  Software development has al-
ways been social, embedded within a rich com-
munity and culture of practice [6]. Conversation is 
integral to this culture. Developers share stories 
with one another, but also construct narratives in 
the midst of tasks.  This kind of verbal exchange 
develops confidence, provides a space to trade in-
formation and a springboard for learning. It is, in 
part, through these everyday social interactions 
that materials gathered through experience, and 
knowledge gained in formal training and educa-
tion, are transformed into practices that can be 
used [13]. 

2.2 Networks of Practice  
The interactions and conversations we have 

observed within office settings [9] and comment 
streams on Stack Overflow [7], [8] suggest that 
secure coding practice is supported in both kinds 
of environment through personal networks of 
practice [14] that operate within larger environ-
ments.  Online, in websites like Stack Overflow, 
such networks operate within the comment 
streams attached to question and answer posts.  
Within office environments, the networks oper-
ate within the structure of the larger software en-
gineering department.  In both cases, the net-
works are maintained through personal connec-
tions [14]. 

Technical and theoretical information about se-
curity is shared in these connections through fo-
cused exchanges made between individuals.  Like-
wise, it is within these exchanges that developers 
have an opportunity to make statements about 
security that reflect personal values and attitudes 

like responsibility, trust, and fear [7]. All three el-
ements are key to promoting and supporting se-
cure coding practice.   

In the next section, recommendations for de-
velopers suggest how to get the most from online 
sources to learn about security. 

3 HOW TO LEARN ABOUT SECURITY ONLINE 
Stack Overflow is one question and answer 

website in which developers can ask questions 
about programming problems they are solving, 
and get answers. In operation since 2008, the 
website has grown into a definitive community of 
practice [14], a social space in which participants 
form a partnership around the shared need to 
solve programming problems. 

This section synthesises observations from our 
studies into a series of recommendations to help 
professionals leverage online communities like 
Stack Overflow to develop their own network of 
practice for learning about security.  Though the 
recommendations reflect patterns of use that 
were observed among users of that site, they may 
also apply in other discussion-based online envi-
ronments. 

3.1 Start with a specific programming task 
Developers can effectively approach the topic of 

security in online sites within the context of spe-
cific tasks they need to complete.  Our findings 
suggest that developers on Stack Overflow do this, 
expanding their security awareness and under-
standing incrementally, by exploring implications 
in the context of technologies and skills that are fa-
miliar.  For example, a developer may use a gen-
eral question about secure password storage as a 
space to examine different features of a language 
API.  In asking a follow-up question about the API, 
the developer is able to learn more about how the 
language works, and at the same time gathers in-
formation about secure information storage.    

3.2 Look for tended posts and comment streams  
Security is dynamic.  It takes time to learn and 

understand good practices, and the shifting land-
scape of threats requires ongoing attention to en-
sure that mechanisms remain effective and up-to-
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date.  Security tagged posts on Stack Overflow re-
flect this, and often remain active for months or 
even years after an answer is accepted [8].  Ongo-
ing activity may be primarily curatorial—links 
might be kept up-to-date or added to dictionary 
entries or other documents, or the language of 
the question and answer posts might be refined 
for clarity.   

However, in other cases, developers collec-
tively tend to the content within posts and com-
ment streams. Answers are developed over time 
to include different scenarios of application, to 
consider new developments around an issue, or 
to develop the argument for an answer. Changes 
to answer posts may also integrate information 
from comments, suggesting that interactions are 
producing new, relevant information or a new 
perspective.   

The comment streams for tended threads in 
security tagged posts exhibit several distinct char-
acteristics. 

1. Information trading.  Tended threads 
show evidence that information is freely 
traded even after significant gaps in time.   
These exchanges trade “small” pieces of 
information that serve an immediate need 
for the participants.   

2. Broadcasts situate security problems in 
time, giving updates about technologies or 
libraries or software company activity. 
Sometimes this information is added to 
answer or question posts, but in other in-
stances, the comment thread becomes 
the information store.   

3. Related Works. Explanations are sup-
ported within exchanges using links to 
other information, including related an-
swers, articles and documentation. 

3.3 Join in by lending a hand or asking for help 
Personal connections support secure coding prac-
tice.  Upvotes are not enough.  Developers in the 
field [9] indicate that while community voting ac-
tivity in online sources is helpful for isolating 
promising information, subsequent problem-solv-
ing of security problems often requires additional 
support in the form of personal connections 
made between individuals.      

Security problems, like other problem solving 
that developers undertake at the desk reflect in-
dividual needs in the moment that are shaped by 
personal knowledge, the context of work, and the 
technologies at play [16]. Support is given within 
comments written by the author of accepted an-
swers, and by other users that have particular 
knowledge of a language or technical aspect of 
security.   

Developers can use exchanges to: 
1. Give and receive focused, non-judgemen-

tal assistance. Interactions can be used to 
provide or ask for information, clarification 
or corrections and confirm understanding.  

2. Associate technology facts with security 
problems. This linking is often material, for 
example in associating small details about 
how a language works with an equally small 
feature of security.  

3. Situate technical advice in the broader se-
curity landscape, either using anecdotes to 
explain how attackers use particular tech-
nologies, or by explaining broader attack 
scenarios.  

3.4 Bring online security conversations into local 
practice 

Social interactions online about security can be 
used to strengthen local networks of practice.  
Developers indicate that they prefer in the first 
instance to draw on the support of colleagues be-
fore turning to online sources, but problem solv-
ing often involves an interplay of online and real-
world interactions. Though studies have shown 
that a high proportion of vulnerabilities are intro-
duced to software from code snippets that are 
copied and pasted from internet sites [15], devel-
opers observed in other contexts indicate that it 
is often not possible to use solutions found online 
in this way.  It is more common for the infor-
mation found online, including code snippets, to 
require moulding to the local software environ-
ment, to the functional requirements, or to the 
particular requirements for security in a given 
context [16].   This moulding process is often also 
socially mediated, as information found online is 
shared with colleagues, talked over and assessed.    
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4 CONCLUSION 
Developers can actively increase their experi-

ence with security by expanding their support 
network within online discussions.  In writing and 
developing answer posts, and dropping in on 
comment streams to share information and re-
ceive help, developers foster and promote secu-
rity as a part of daily practice.  Informal learning 
through social interaction is the middle path for 
security practice, providing a way for developers 
to give practical shape to security knowledge, en-
abling it to be called to mind and applied as cir-
cumstances require. 

As a forum for exchanging information, sites 
like Stack Overflow are relevant resources for 
supporting informal learning, allowing developers 
to thoughtfully connect with and tend to security 
problems.  In so doing, they are also able to de-
velop cababilities for writing secure code that in-
clude new skills and knowledge, but also new per-
spectives and ideas about how to go about secur-
ing software. 
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